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RESEARCH DISCIPLINE / PLATFORM

Research at ShanghaiTech University is centered on the frontiers of physical science, life science, 
information science and innovation & entrepreneurship. The university encourages both 
hypothesis-driven research by individual professors and goal-driven“megaprojects”by large 
research teams. With an interdisciplinary approach and the integration of university, national 
research facilities and high-tech company’s research labs, ShanghaiTech aims to form a complete 
innovation value chain in which industrial progress is driven by original research and 
technological development. Through this, ShanghaiTech hopes to find innovative solutions for 
the challenges China faces during its historic transformation.
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ShanghaiTech University

CAS Shanghai Advanced Research Institute

Shanghai Engineering Center for Microsatellites (SECM)

National Center for Protein Science · Shanghai

New Drug Research Platform of Shanghai Institute of 

Materia Medica

Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (Zhangjiang Campus)

Fudan University (Zhangjiang Campus)

Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine

 (Pudong Campus)

Shanghai Pudong Software Park

Shanghai Supercomputer Center

Zhangjiang Biotech and Pharmaceutical Base 

(Zhangjiang Drug Valley)

China COMAC Shanghai Aircraft Design and 

Research Institute

Shanghai International Medical Zone

Soft X-ray Free Electron Laser Facility 

(under construction)

Live Cell Imagining Facility (under construction)

Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility Phase II 

Beam Lines (under construction)

Ultra-Intense and Ultrashort Pulse Laser Facility 

(under construction)

Hard X-ray Free Electron Laser Facility

 (in planning phase)
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Shanghai strives to be a center of scienti�ic and technological innovation with global in�luence. A key milestone in 
the achievement of that goal lies in the creation of the Zhangjiang Comprehensive National Science Center. As 
part of its effort to promote comprehensive innovation reforms in Shanghai, on April 15, 2016, the Chinese State 
Council issued a circular stating that ShanghaiTech should accelerate the construction of institutions in physical 
science, life science and information science to carry out research in systems materials engineering, engineered 
quantum materials, stem cell and regenerative medicine, drug discovery and antibodies, thus establishing itself 
as an innovative university of excellence in research, education and entrepreneurship.

The university works in partnership with CAS institutes to set up a number of large scienti�ic facilities including 
Soft X-ray Free Electron Laser Facility, Live Cell Imagining Facility, Ultra-Intense and Ultrashort Pulse Laser 
Facility, Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility Phase II Beam Lines and Hard X-ray Free Electron Laser Facility. 
ShanghaiTech also contributes to the construction of a Multi-Dimensional Biomedical Imaging Platform and 
Machine Learning and Visual Reality Platform.

SHANGHAITECH IS COMMITTED TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ZHANGJIANG COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL SCIENCE CENTER
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By September 2016, ShanghaiTech University had 124 research teams and faculty members and research fellows 
published 439 papers, 197 of which listed ShanghaiTech as �irst academic af�iliation. In 2016, ShanghaiTech 
received �ive new grants from Ministry of Science and Technology, 33 grants from National Natural Science 
Foundation of China and 24 grants from Shanghai Municipal Government.

DISCIPLINE / PLATFORM RESEARCH PROGRESS

Ultra-Intense and Ultrashort Pulse Laser Facility Achieves 
5PW Laser Pulses
In August 2016, the Shanghai Ultra-Intense and Ultrashort Pulse 
Laser Facility (SULF), which is led by the Joint Laboratory for Ultra 
Intense Laser Source SIOM of CAS and ShanghaiTech, made an 
important step forward. This laser facility employs the technique 
of chirped-pulse ampli�ication (CPA) based on large-aperture Ti: 
sapphire crystals. The research team developed a novel temporal 
dual-pulse pumping scheme to suppress the parasitic lasing for a 
large-aperture high-gain Ti: sapphire ampli�ier, and proposed a 
technique to realize the precision control and compensation of the 
spectral dispersion, achieving an uncompressed output pulse with a bandwidth of 70 nm and an energy of 
more than 200 J for the �irst time. The output pulse of the �inal ampli�ier with a duration of few nanoseconds 
was recompressed to sub-30 femto second by a compressor composed of four large-aperture gratings, with 
the peak power of the compressed pulse reaching 5.3 PW (1 PW = 1015 W). To the best of our knowledge, this 
was the highest peak-power output in the world at that time. The signi�icant progress has laid a solid technical 
foundation for the SULF project to achieve 10 PW laser pulses.
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Fabrication of Two-Dimensional Perovskite Film and Colorful Perovskite Solar Cells
Researchers from Assistant Professor Chen Gang’s group at School of Physical Science and Technology 
fabricated the two-dimensional (2D) photonic �ilms based on organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite materials 
and applied them in perovskite solar cells (SCs). Their results were published in the ACS journal “Nano 
Letters” entitled “Two-Dimensional Organic–Inorganic Hybrid Perovskite Photonic Films”. The �indings shed 
light on enchanting multifunctional perovskite-based SCs and other optoelectronic devices with excellent 
perspectives.

“Two-dimensional organic–inorganic hybrid perovskite photonic films”, Nano Letters, vol.16, no.7

Various inverse-opal perovskite (IOP) photonic films: (a) scanning electron microscope (SEM) images, (b) atomic force 
microscope (AFM) images, (c) the digital photo and (d) grazing incident X-ray diffraction pattern, (e) J-V characteristics 
of the solar cells based on the IOP-500 and IOP-1000 MAPbI3 films for the forward bias to short circuit scan

Then Mayor of Shanghai Yang Xiong inspected 
SULF project on September 3rd, 2016
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“Selective formylation and methylation of amines using carbon dioxide and hydrosilane catalyzed by alkali-metal 
carbonates”, ACS Catalysis, vol.6, no.11

“ Observation of unusual topological surface states in half-Heusler compounds LnPtBi ( Ln=Lu, Y ) ”, Nature 
Communications, vol.7, no.12924

Discovery of Unique Topological Surface States in the Half-Heusler Compound Family LnPtBi (Ln=Lu, Y)
ShanghaiTech Assistant Professor Liu Zhongkai, Associate Professor Yan Binghai and Distinguished 
Professor-in-Residence Chen Yulin investigated the half-Heusler compound family LnPtBi (Ln=Lu, Y) using a 
technique known as Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES). The researchers discovered unique 
topological surface states (TSSs) in this family of compounds and explained the experimental observations by 
ab initio calculations. Their �indings thus present unambiguous proof of the non-trivial topological nature in 
LnPtBi materials. The existence of the superconductivity in LnPtBi further makes these non-centrosymmetric 
compounds promising candidates for the investigation of topological superconductivity, Majorana fermions 
and spintronic applications.

“Photocatalytic C-C Bond Cleavage and Amination of Cycloalkanols by Cerium (III) Chloride Complex”, Angewandte 
Chemie International Edition, vol.55, no.49

New Approach to Photocatalytic C-C bond Cleavage and Amination of Cycloalkanols
Taking advantage of the luminescence properties of Ce (III) compounds and the highly oxidizing nature of Ce 
(IV) species, the Zuo lab at the School of Physical Science and Technology has developed a general Ce (III) 
chloride-based photo catalyst system for the selective C-C bond cleavage/amination of unstrained 
cycloalkanols. A broad array of alcohols, including complex terpenols and sterols, have been demonstrated to 
undergo selective C-C bond scission/amination under very mild conditions. 

This method represents the �irst photocatalytic C-C bond cleavage and functionalization of secondary 
cycloalkanols with easily accessible ingredients. The Ce (III) chloride-based photo catalyst represents a novel 
scaffold for photoredox catalysis.

Simple Catalyst for Chemical Utilization of CO2

Researchers from Lin Bolin’s group developed a novel catalytic system which can effectively catalyze the 
formulation of amines with CO2 and hydrosilanes (FACH) and methylation of amines with CO2 and hydrosilanes 
(MACH) under mild conditions. The development of synthetic methods with CO2 , one of the most abundant 
renewable resources on earth, as the C1 source is an important strategy for the sustainable development of 
human society. The results from Lin’s group provide a new methodology for the chemical utilization of CO2 .

“Crystal structure of the human cannabinoid receptor CB1”, Cell, vol.167, no.3

Analyzation of Human“Marijuana Receptor”Structure
Professor Liu Zhijie’s lab at iHuman Institute determined and analyzed the high-resolution atomic structure of 
human cannabinoid receptor 1 (CB1), also known as the “marijuana receptor.” This new �inding provides clues 
to understand why some drugs that interact with this receptor have had unexpectedly complex and sometimes 
harmful effects, while the utility of the crystal structure may provide inspiration for drug design toward 
re�ining ef�icacy and avoid adverse effects.

(a) ARPES Fermi surface map of 
LuPtBi (111) surface showing rich 
surface electronic structures. (b,c) 
Zoom-in plot of Fermi surface 
pockets around the Brillouin zone 
center (b) and boundary (c). (d,e) 
Detailed 3D electronic structure 
around the Brillouin zone center (b) 
and boundary (e) showing clearly 
the TSS and the Dirac point in (d)

C-C bond cleavage and 
amination via Ce (III) 
photocatalyst

The reaction free-energy profile (kcal/mol)

Overall Structure of CB1-AM6538 Complex (A) Side view (B) Top view
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“Mechanism of extracellular ion exchange and binding-site occlusion in a sodium/calcium exchange,” Nature 
Structural & Molecular Biology, vol. 23, no.6

“ Autocrine-based selection of drugs that target ion channels from combinatorial venom peptide libraries ” , 
Angewandte Chemie International Edition, vol.55, no.32

Development of New Strategy to Screen Venom Peptides
The Lerner Lab at SIAIS, ShanghaiTech described an autocrine-based method to select functional venom 
peptides from a vast repertoire in nature. The method allows about 100 million different venoms to be studied 
in a single experiment, and its utility was demonstrated by the discovery of novel Kv1.3 channel blockers from 
a natural venom peptide library. The selection system is also useful for screening arti�icial variants or 
“analogs” of a given venom to �ind those with optimal pharmaceutical properties.

“SPRY1 regulates mammary epithelial morphogenesis by modulating EGFR-dependent stromal paracrine signaling and 
ECM remodeling”, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, vol.113, no.39

Progress in Understanding How Microenvironments Influence Cell Function at the Molecular Level
School of Life Science and Technology’s Dr. Lyu Pengfei and his research team showed that the epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling pathway regulates cells in the stromal microenvironment to produce 
growth factors and to remodel extracellular matrices, both of which are essential for proliferation and 
invasiveness of epithelial cells in the mouse mammary gland. The discovery highlights the microenvironment 
as a potentially crucial and effective therapeutic target for cancer treatment in not only breast cancer but other 
cancer types as well.

“A hypothalamic circuit that controls 
body temperature”, Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences of the 
United States of America, vol.114, no.8

Analyzation of a Hypothalamic Circuit 
that Controls Body Temperature
School of Life Science and Technology 
Assistant Professor Shen Wei found that 
activation of GABAergic neurons in the 
vLPO using optogenetics reduced body 
temperature, along with a decreasein 
physical activity. Optogenetic inhibition of 
these neurons resulted in fever-level 
hyperthermia. These GABAergic neurons 
project from the vLPO to the DMD and 
optogenetic stimulation of the nerve 
terminalsin the DMD also reduced body 
temperature and activity. The �indings help 
to better understand temperature-related 
illnesses such as fever and sunstroke.

(a) Overall structure of native outward-facing 
NCX_Mj from crystals grown in 150 mM Na+. 
N- and C-terminal halves are colored yellow 
and cyan, respectively. Colored spheres 
represent the bound Na+ (green) and water (W, 
red). (b) Structural details and definition of the 
four central binding sites. Only residues 
flanking these sites are shown for clarity (in this 
and subsequent figures). The electron density 
(gray mesh, 1.9-Å Fo − Fc ion omit map 
contoured at 4σ) at Smid was modeled as water 
(red sphere), and that at Sext , SCa and Sint was 
modeled as Na+ ions (green spheres)

Interaction of venom   
peptides and ion channels

Model diagram depicting the mechanism by which stromal EGFR signaling and epithelial 
FGFR signaling is regulated by Sprouty genes during mammary gland epithelial branching

Model for heat-induced suppression of thermogenesis

Elucidation of Sodium/Calcium Ion Exchange Mechanism
Dr. Liao Jun and his collaborators at School of Life Science and Technology elucidated their mechanisms of 
extracellular ion recognition and exchange through a structural analysis of the exchanger from Methanococcus 
jannaschii (NCX_Mj) bound to Na+, Ca2+ or Sr2+ in various occupancies and in an apo state. The analysis de�ines 
the binding mode and relative af�inity of these ions, establishes the structural basis for the anticipated 3:1 
Na+/Ca2+-exchange stoichiometry and reveals the conformational changes at the onset of the alternating-
access transport mechanism. The calculations also reveal the mechanism by which the outward-to-inward 
transition is controlled by the ion occupancy, thereby explaining the emergence of strictly coupled Na+/Ca2+ 
antiport at atomic level. 

SIGNIFICANT RESEARCH FINDINGS



Application of Infinite Hidden Markov Model in Finance
Assistant Professor Yang Qiao from School of 
Entrepreneurship and Management and his 
collaborators extended popular discrete time 
short-rate models to include Markov switching of 
in�inite dimension. This is a Bayesian nonparametric 
model that allows for changes in the unknown 
conditional distribution over time. Applied to weekly 
U.S. data the researchers found signi�icant parameter 
change over time and strong evidence of non-Gaussian 
conditional distributions. The new model with a 
hierarchical prior provides signi�icant improvements 
in density forecasts as well as point forecasts.
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Light Field- The Future of VR／AR
The Virtual Reality and Visual 
Computing Center (VRVC) of 
SIST at ShanghaiTech, aims to 
promote VR/MR based on light 
�ield imaging techniques. Under 
the supervision of Professor Yu 
Jingyi, the research team has 
applied for a number of 
international patents in the 
�ield of VR/AR, and will 
continue to extend their 
application in education, 
telemedicine, e-commerce and 
entertainment.

Schematic of the proposed single-stage rectifier

“A discontinuous conduction mode single stage step-up rectifier for low voltage energy harvesting applications”, IEEE 
Transactions on Power Electronics, vol.PP, no.99

Proposal for a Single-stage Rectifier
A novel ac/dc topology was proposed by Assistant Professor Wang Haoyu’s research team. The proposed 
single stage converter is able to rectify and step up low amplitude ac voltages. Therefore, it is suitable to be 
used in low-power MEG energy harvesting applications. This topology integrates the conventional buck–boost 
converter and boost converter into a single stage with shared energy storage inductor and a four-quadrant 
switch.

“Official and subjective hotel attributes compared: Online hotel rates in Shanghai”, Paper presented at the Conference 
on Regional, Urban and Spatial Economics at Chengdu, China

Comparison between Official and Subjective Hotel Attributes
Using Box-Cox-transformed and pre-speci�ied hedonic price functions, David Andersson, Associate Professor 
of School of Entrepreneurship and Management, analyzed estimated implicit prices for hotel room attributes 
in Shanghai. He found that online ratings are as important in Chinese hotel markets as they are in the most 
advanced regions of the world, while internet-based ratings are at the same time imperfect substitutes and 
imperfect complements for of�icial star ratings.

“Multiuser massive MIMO performance with calibration errors”, IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, 
vol.15, no.7

Multiuser Massive MIMO Performance with Calibration Errors
Associate Professor Luo Xiliang and his team members presented a systematic study about the performance of 
a multi-user (MU) massive MIMO system. They have derived closed-form expressions for the received 
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and the system sum-capacity for different beamforming 
strategies in the presence of residual calibration errors. Also, they obtained the calibration requirements for 
different beamforming schemes so that the received SINR performance degradation can be con�ined within 
Formula (or Formula loss in spectral ef�iciency) relative to the ideally calibrated systems. This work can be 
utilized to guide the designs of TDD massive MIMO communication systems.

Heat map of states for IHMM-VSK-H

“An infinite hidden Markov model for short-term interest 
rates”, Journal of Empirical Finance, vol.38, Part A
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ShanghaiTech is committed to the integration of science, education and entrepreneurship by working with 
domestic and international hi-tech companies.
    Cooperating with Shanghai Huali Microelectronics Corporation, Shanghai IC R&D Center, and Shanghai Zhao 
Xin IC Co. Ltd. to establish ShanghaiTech Microelectronics Center. 
    Cooperating with Shanghai United Imaging in the area of “Multi-Dimensional Biomedical Imaging Platform.”
    Setting up G Protein-Coupled Receptors (GPCRs) Research Alliance with nine multinational pharma companies.
    Cooperating with Amgen, Shell and Siasun Robot and Automation Company.

New steps in IP management and tech transfer
    Seven PCT and 33 Chinese patents
    ShanghaiTech is discussing with investment companies about the industrialization of a number of biomedical 
patent technologies, exploring new models of tech transfer to improve the ef�iciency and success rate. 

ShanghaiTech collaborated extensively with CAS research institutes 
to fully leverage educational and scientific advantages.
    Participating in the national strategic pilot project on future advanced 
nuclear �ission energy (with CAS Shanghai Institute of Applied 
Physics-SINAP) and the construction of superconducting electronics 
excellence innovation center (with CAS Shanghai Institute of 
Microsystem and Information Technology-SIMIT). 
    Working together with CAS institutes to set up joint labs, carry out 
joint research and promote faculty exchange, including:

Setting up Joint Lab of Ultra-Intense and Ultrashort Pulse Laser 
Facility (with CAS Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics), 
Joint Lab of Quantum Electronics (with SIMIT and SINAP), Joint Lab 
of Low Carbon Energy (with CAS Advanced Research Institute-SARI). 
Engaged in joint research initiated by State Key Lab of Neurobiology 
of CAS Institute of Neuroscience, SARI Key Lab of Low Carbon 
Transformation Science and Engineering, and Shanghai Key Lab of 
Molecular Male Science.

      ◆ 

      ◆ 

ACADEMIC CONFERENCES AND TALKS
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INTEGRATION OF SCIENCE AND EDUCATION

INTEGRATION OF SCIENCE, EDUCATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Cobalt Carbide Nanoprisms for 
Direct Production of Lower 
Olefins from Syngas

6.23-25
ShanghaiTech Symposium on Information 
Science and Technology

11.5-6
The 4th Annual Shanghai iHuman Forum

12.16-17
The 4th Annual ShanghaiTech BioFrontier

9.18-20
Research and Application in Computer Vision 2016

6.30-7.1
2016 ShanghaiTech Workshop on Emerging 
Devices, Circuits and Systems

11.7-10
The 3rd ShanghaiTech-SIAIS BioForum

333 lectures were held in 2016
Yi Gang, Professor of Peking University and Vice 
Chairman of People’s Bank of China giving a talk 
at ShanghaiTech

10.21-22
Intersection of Science, Entrepreneurship 
and Innovation
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